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Khipu Accounting in Ancient Peru
Gary Urton and Carrie J. Brezine
Khipu are knotted-string devices that were used for bureaucratic recording and
communication in the Inka Empire. We recently undertook a computer analysis
of 21 khipu from the Inka administrative center of Puruchuco, on the central
coast of Peru. Results indicate that this khipu archive exemplifies the way in
which census and tribute data were synthesized, manipulated, and transferred
between different accounting levels in the Inka administrative system.
Tribute in the Inka state was levied in the form
of a labor tax. Each Btaxpayer[ (state laborer)
was required to work a specified number of days
each year on state projects. Using data recorded
in khipu (knotted-string devices used for
bureaucratic recording and communication),
Inka accountants assessed tribute levels and
assigned tasks to different numbers of local
workers. At the lowest, local level of the administrative hierarchy, tributaries were grouped
into five accounting units of 10 members each.
One member of each of these groups of 10
would have served as Chunka Kamayoq
(Borganizer of 10[). Five such groupings would
make a unit of 50 tribute payers, under the
authority of a Pichqa-Chunka Kuraka (Blord of
50[). Two groups of 50 would be combined into
a unit of 100 tributaries led by a Pachaka Kuraka
(Blord of 100[) and so on up the hierarchy.
Near the top of the decimal administrative
hierarchy were the heads of the approximately
80 provinces, the officials of which were called
T_oqrikoq. Each provincial official was under
the direction of the appropriate Lord of the
Four Quarters; these four lords served directly
under the Inka king in Cusco. The governor of
each province was required to keep a copy of
khipu accounts so that Bno deception could be
practiced by either the Indian tribute payers or
the official collectors[ (1).
Department of Anthropology, Harvard University,
Cambridge, MA 02138, USA.

A primary question is how did information move between adjacent levels of this
hierarchical administration? The instructions
of higher-level officials for lower-level ones
would have moved, via khipu, from the top of
the hierarchy down. This information would
be partitive in nature; for instance, assignments made to 1000 tribute payers would be
broken down into two groups of 500, each of
which would be decomposed into five groups
of 100, and so on. In the reverse direction,
local accountants would pass data regarding
accomplished tasks upward through the hierarchy. In that direction, information at each
level would represent the summation of
accounts from the level immediately below.
These accumulating data would eventually
arrive in the hands of the Cusco accountants,
where the highest level of accounting went on.
Here we present an analysis of a set of khipu
from Puruchuco that are linked hierarchically in
such a relationship of summation and partition.
The archaeological site of Puruchuco is
located on the south bank of the Rimac River,
about 11.5 km northeast of the center of Lima,
within the present-day district of Ate. Puruchuco is a roughly rectangular compound with
high surrounding walls made of tapia (pounded
adobe) construction. Around and in some cases
abutted to the palace of Puruchuco were several
smaller constructions. The cache of khipu was
found under the floor of one of the smaller
attached buildings. From its location, Mackey
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surmised that this building was the house of a
khipu-keeper (khipukamayuq) who served the
lord of the palace (2). Field notes from the day
on which the khipu were discovered state that
they were found inside a semi-ovoid urn
covered by a small gourd. There were 21
khipu and several loose pendant strings (3).
What we term the Puruchuco Baccounting
hierarchy[ pertains to 7 of the 21 khipu samples
found together in the urn. Though not included
in this analysis, several other khipu may provide
supporting documentation to these seven. The
seven khipu are related in a hierarchical arrangement of three interconnected levels, designated levels I, II, and III, as shown in Fig. 1.
Two of the seven khipu (UR63 and UR73) were
on level I, the base; three khipu were on the
second level EUR64, UR68, and 9 (4)^; and two
(UR67 and UR66) were on level III.
The two samples at the top of the hierarchy,
UR66 and UR67, were rolled up together into a
single bundle. These two khipu bear identical
numerical values and string colors that seem to
be a subtle transformation from one to the other.
There are two principal aspects of the
Puruchuco accounting hierarchy. First, khipu
on the same level match or closely match:
They display identical or similar numerical
sequences and color patterning. This, we
argue, was the checks-and-balances aspect of
the accounting hierarchy. Second, values on
khipu sum upward and are subdivided downward: The numerical values of certain groupings of strings (to be defined below) on the two
khipu on level I sum to values tied onto certain
groupings of strings on the three khipu on level
II, and the numerical values of certain groupings of strings on the three khipu on level II
sum to the values on the two khipu on level III.
Or, moving down the hierarchy, values on
strings at higher levels are partitioned among
groupings of strings on the next lowest level.
Through cord color and spacing, each of
the seven khipu is organized into different
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numbers of subunits. Khipu on level I decompose into six subunits; those on level II
contain three subunits (plus what we call
Bintroductory segments[); and the two khipu
on level III have only one unit (plus introductory segments). Inside these subunits, the
strings are further subdivided by a combination of spacing between strings and/or by
the repetition of color patterning in groups of
strings. The general color pattern is a fourstring seriation or sequence of colors (such
as dark brown, medium brown, light brown,
and white) repeated multiple times (5, 6). The
numerical values of the cords vary in magnitude in accordance with the color, with the
four strings of each color-seriated set generally
increasing in size through the sequence.
An example of summation upward, between UR68 on level I and UR63 on level II, is
given in Fig. 2. UR63 is organized by spacing
and color seriation into six pendant string
groupings, labeled a to f. The number of
strings in each group is shown in brackets at
the bottom of the columns. The six columns
comprise (i) three sets of (5  4 0) 20 strings
organized into five groups of four colorseriated strings; (ii) two sets of (3  4 þ 2 
3 0) 18 color-seriated strings; and (iii) one
set of (3  4 þ 3 0) 15 color-seriated strings.
The meandering dotted lines at the tops and
bottoms of the columns of UR63 in Fig. 2
show how this sample is to be reassembled
into its proper linear arrangement. The numerical values of string groupings in UR63
sum to values recorded on the middle of the
three subunits of UR68. The color-seriated
strings of UR63 are aligned across the six
segments, and these groupings are aligned
with the similarly color-seriated grouping of
(5  4 0) 20 strings in the central subdivision
(strings 34 to 53) of khipu UR68. Summing
across the aligned strings of UR63 results in
totals equal or close to those recorded on the
depicted section of UR068. The values knotted
into the cords of UR68 are reported on the right;
any number between parentheses immediately
to the left of these is the actual sum of values on
the strings of UR63 at that position. The parenthetical numbers represent values that should
have been recorded if the relationship between
UR63 and UR68 was a matter of strict addition.
The presence of several close, rather than exact,
matches suggests that there was some degree of
flexibility allowable in the accounting relationship between these two levels.
Continuing the summing upward, we next
consider khipu UR68 (level II) and UR67
(level III). Their relationship is illustrated in
Fig. 3. UR68 is disassembled into its three
color-seriated subdivisions (labeled A to C),
which are shown aligned with the similarly
color-seriated string groupings of UR67. Figure
3 shows 20 strings in all subunits.
The summations between UR68 and UR67
are more exact than those between UR63 and
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UR68. Setting aside the broken string in UR67,
the values diverge in only two instances, and in
each case the discrepancies are small: 2904
instead of 2908 and 161 instead of 162. The
variance present in the connection between
levels I and II has been considerably reduced
between levels II and III.
Pendants between dotted lines in Fig. 1 are
implicated in the summation/partition relationship. The pendants on level III outside of the
dotted lines, and those to the left of the dotted
lines that protrude from the tops of the khipu
on level II, form introductory segments. The

dotted lines in Fig. 1 encompass all the pendants on level I khipu but only the middle
subunit of level II khipu. That is, complete
summation of level I khipu accounts for only a
portion of the values recorded on khipu on
level II. The other values on level II khipu are
not accounted for by the currently known level
I khipu UR63 and UR73. There may have
been four additional level I khipu, with the
information for these two additional subunits
on level II. One pair would have summed to
the leftmost subunits on level II, whereas the
other would have produced sums recorded on

Fig. 1. The accounting hierarchy from the archive of Puruchuco.

Fig. 2. Numerical and color correlations between khipu UR63 and the central section of UR68.
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the right subunits. Except for the introductory
segments, all strings on level III are involved
in the summation relationship.
It appears that the original structure of the
Puruchuco accounting hierarchy contained six
paired khipu on level I, whose values were
summed to produce those on the three subunits
of the three khipu on level II, whose subunits
in turn were summed and recorded on the two
khipu on level III. Information was either being
funneled and synthesized upward or subdivided
and distributed downward among the three
levels of khipu.
We assume that the Puruchuco accounting hierarchy was a set of records for use both
within and outside the administrative center.
Khipu on level III could represent either a set
of instructions issued to the lord of Puruchuco
from the provincial governor or reports on local Puruchuco resources to be sent to the provincial governor. In either of these scenarios,
one of the requirements would have been that
the khipu bear an indication of their destination or origination. If numerous khipu were
coming into a central archive for storage or
were being dispersed from that archive to disparate places, it would have been helpful, if
not essential, to have place identifiers encoded
within each khipu. We suggest that the introductory segments on level II and III khipu represented just such identity labels.
The numerical values knotted onto strings
within the introductory segments on level II
and III khipu all contain arrangements of
just three figure-eight knots tied onto three
separate strings. Figure-eight knots on khipu
normally signify the numerical value one.

We hypothesize that the arrangement of three
figure-eight knots at the start of these khipu
represented the place identifier, or toponym,
BPuruchuco.[ We suggest that any khipu moving
within the state administrative system bearing an
initial arrangement of three figure-eight knots
would have been immediately recognizable
to Inka administrators as an account pertaining to the palace of Puruchuco.
Why don_t level I khipu bear introductory
segments? Perhaps UR63 and UR73 were not
intended to travel away from Puruchuco; instead, they may have been local accounts,
drawn up by the resident khipukamayuq for
accounting purposes within the palace. If the
seven khipu in Fig. 1 register demands for service received from outside Puruchuco, meaning that if the relation among them is one of
partition, then the level I khipu would have
represented the reorganization of the mandate
from outside in relation to the availability of
resources at the local level. In this scheme,
level I khipu would have pertained only to local accounting matters, and it would have been
unnecessary to attach the place identifier. However, if the overall relationship is one of summation, and these khipu were prepared as a
report on local conditions for dispatch outside
Puruchuco, then level I khipu would represent
the raw tables of local information that served
as the foundation for constructing level II and
III khipu. Level III khipu, the summary reports,
would have been sent to a distant administrative center.
We suggest that khipu may have contrasting number qualities depending on whether
they represented instructions coming from the

Fig. 3. Numerical and color correlations between khipu UR68 and UR67.
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state administration to a local accounting center or were records produced within a local
accounting center with regard to existing community resources. In the first circumstance, we
suspect that khipu values would have tended
to be even decimal values or calculations of
values in standard proportional shares. If a
khipu account was compiled from within some
local administrative center to be sent upward to
higher level officials, counts of resources could
be expected to have reflected the vagaries of
the natural distribution of items in society.
Such numbers are less likely to be whole and
rounded or perfectly proportional.
We believe that the Puruchuco archive is
the first known example indicating how information moved both up and down the Inka
administrative hierarchy. There is insufficient
evidence to determine whether the khipu are
related through data partition or summation;
however, careful study of the Puruchuco and
other khipu archives may provide the foothold
needed for addressing the most difficult question facing students of the Inka khipu: How
did the khipu-keepers of the Inka administrative system record the identities of objects—
people, animals, produce, manufactured goods,
etc.—in the three-dimensional forms of their
knotted-string records (7)?
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